
 

Expansion Packs 1 2 For Taiko Creator KONTAKT !!TOP!!

i have to admit that, as with so many high quality programs, i prefer the rhythmic robot audio tools to other kontakt drum and percussion instruments. one of the coolest features is the
multi-kontrol mode, which lets you cycle through the pre-programmed kits and play them from the pads. if youre a drummer, youll find the way taiko programs each kit to play a bit of a
revelation, as they are very well-balanced and easy to play. the first expansion, midi instrument, is an add-on library comprising the sorts of percussion instruments found in just about
any movie or video game soundtrack. these are all bundled into one 128mb file. generally, a competent tool like wavosaur should be able to handle this, as well as the compression-

lossless-level quality of these sounds, but when i had a try at converting them to my own uses, i ran into the usual issues. the second expansion, expansion kit, goes one step further by
adding not only a comprehensive library of instrument samples but also the usual assortment of percussion tools, samplers and mixers, effects and shaders, synthesizers and sequencers

and sound effects and sfx. also included are various 3rd party add-ons, including a library of midi files for reference, a knobs and faders preset library, and a single-channel instrument
sampler. you also get the midi toolkit, the midi driver upgrade, and various other customisation options. the third expansion, expansion kit 2, is one that i really wished had been in the
first kit, and in fact, that’s precisely what i’ve been waiting for. with this pack, percx actually gives me a reasonable amount of control over a variety of different instrument types. (the

other kits were all drum kits, so to speak.) first and foremost, you get the same 9gb of content as in the first pack, and again, losslessly compressed. but this pack also includes a host of
different instrument types. there are orchestral-style instruments, gongs and chimes, multiple ethnic percussion instruments, and a broad selection of electronic instruments, including

synths and samplers, effects, and mixers.
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